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Prepare for a Banana-Filled Adventure!

Get ready for a hilarious adventure as we introduce you to the grumpy ape
who's ready to set off on a quest for his beloved bananas. "Grumpy
Monkey: Ready Set Bananas" is the next installment in the beloved Step
into Reading series, promising an unforgettable journey filled with laughter,
obstacles, and the irresistible charm of Grumpy Monkey.

About the Grumpy Monkey

Meet Grumpy Monkey, an ape with a permanent frown etched upon his
face. Despite his perpetual grumpiness, Grumpy Monkey has a heart of
gold and loves nothing more than bananas. Each day, he sets off on an
adventure in search of his favorite fruit, encountering a series of
misadventures along the way.
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The Quest for Bananas

In "Ready Set Bananas," Grumpy Monkey's quest takes on a whole new
level. He's determined to find the juiciest, sweetest bananas in the jungle,
but the path ahead is not without its challenges. Swamps filled with hungry
crocodiles, thorny bushes, and persistent monkeys stand between Grumpy
Monkey and his ultimate prize.

A Humorous, Banana-Themed Journey

As Grumpy Monkey navigates the obstacles in his path, laughter is
guaranteed. Author Suzanne Lang weaves a tale filled with wit, humor, and
a healthy dose of grumpiness. The vivid illustrations by Max Lang bring the
characters to life, capturing the hilarious expressions and antics that make
Grumpy Monkey so endearing.

Educational Value

Beyond the laughter, "Grumpy Monkey: Ready Set Bananas" also offers
valuable educational content. The book's repetitive phrases and simple
vocabulary make it ideal for early readers, supporting literacy development
and building confidence. Reading about Grumpy Monkey's adventures can
also inspire children to embrace their own uniqueness and find joy in the
face of challenges.

Step into Reading Series

The Step into Reading series is designed to support children as they take
their first steps into the world of reading. With leveled books starting at
Level 1, young readers can gradually progress through the series, building



fluency, vocabulary, and comprehension skills. "Grumpy Monkey: Ready
Set Bananas" is a Level 2 book, suitable for beginning readers who are
ready to tackle longer sentences and more complex plots.

Join Grumpy Monkey on an unforgettable adventure in "Grumpy Monkey:
Ready Set Bananas." This Step into Reading adventure is bound to bring
laughter, teach valuable lessons, and inspire young readers as they
embark on their literacy journey. Unleash the grump within and prepare for
a banana-filled escapade that will have readers asking for more.

Free Download Your Copy Today!

Find "Grumpy Monkey: Ready Set Bananas" at your local bookstore or
online retailers. Give your child the gift of laughter, imagination, and the joy
of reading.
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